LanM Peptides – Unravelling the Binding Properties of the EF-Hand Loop Sequences Stripped from the Structural Corset
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Abstract: Since the discovery of the biological relevance of lanthanides (Lns) for methylotrophic bacteria in the last decade, the field has seen a steady rise in discoveries of bacteria using Lns. The major role of lanthanides here is in the active sites of enzymes: methanol dehydrogenases. Additionally, lanthanide binding proteins have also been identified. One such protein is lanmodulin (LanM) and, with a remarkable selectivity for Lns over Ca(II) and affinities in the picomolar range, it makes an attractive target to address challenges in lanthanide separation. Why LanM has such a high selectivity is currently not entirely understood, both the specific amino acid sequences of the EF-hand loops, together with cooperativity effects have been suggested. Consequently, we decided to remove the effect of cooperativity by focusing on the amino acid level. Thus, we synthesized all four 12-amino acid EF-Hand loop peptides of LanM using solid phase peptide synthesis and investigated their affinity for Lns (Eu(III), Tb(III)), the actinide Cm(III) and Ca(II). Using isothermal titration calorimetry and time resolved laser fluorescence spectroscopy combined with parallel factor analysis, we show that in the absence of cooperativity the short EF-Hand loop peptides have all similar affinities for lanthanides and that these are all in the micromolar range. Furthermore, calcium was shown not to bind to the peptides which was verified with circular dichroism spectroscopy. This technique also revealed that the peptides undergo a change to a more ordered state when lanthanides are added. These experimental observations were further supported by molecular dynamics simulations. Lastly, we put Eu(III) and Cm(III) in direct competition using TRLFS. Remarkably, a slightly higher affinity for the actinide, as was also observed for LanM, was found. Our results demonstrate that the picomolar affinities in LanM are largely an effect of pre-structuring in the full protein and therefore reduction of flexibility in combination with cooperative effects, and that all EF-Hand loops possess similar affinities when detached from the protein backbone, albeit still retaining the high selectivity for lanthanides and actinides over calcium.
1 Introduction

Lanthanides (Lns), the group of 15 elements at the centre of the periodic table, belong, together with Sc and Y, to the rare earth elements (REEs) and play a key role in our modern society.[1] These elements are essential in phosphors (e.g. LEDs, screens), strong permanent magnets (e.g. hard-drives, phones, wind turbines), rechargeable batteries and are even found in medical applications (e.g. Gd(III) in MRI contrast agents).[2,3] Luckily, lanthanides are not as rare as the misleading name REE indicates, however, despite their widespread occurrence – apart of the radioactive promethium – around the world, Lns mostly co-appear in ores at low concentrations.[4] This, and the chemical similarity within the series (prevalent oxidation state +III and similar ionic radii), makes the mining, separation and purification of these elements extremely cumbersome.[1,4] Additionally, the procurement of Lns is also extremely harmful to the environment. The commonly used mining process involves harsh acidic or alkaline conditions leading to groundwater pollution by mobilising heavy metals from the ores as well as producing large amounts of radioactive waste (Lns often co-occur with actinides such as thorium or uranium).[2,3,5,6] This negative environmental impact is in strong conflict with the necessity of these elements for sustainable energy production. Therefore, greener solutions to satisfy the high demand for Lns are urgently needed. One suitable, more sustainable Ln-source, is believed to be found in End-of-Life (EoL) products.[7] However, similarly to the naturally occurring ores, Lns are used in combinations with other elements and at low concentrations in those EoL products. This highlights that for sustainable Ln acquisition, highly selective and effective methods are needed. As nature has always been an inspirational source for scientists, it comes in handy that Lns were found to be biologically essential less than 10 years ago with the finding of Op den Camp and co-workers who first reported a Ln-dependent methanotrophic bacterium in 2014, opening up a completely new research field.[8] Nakagawa and co-workers had demonstrated earlier in 2012 that \textit{M. extorquens} AM1 (short: AM1) can express a previously uncharacterised methanol dehydrogenase (MDH) upon addition of La(III) to the growth medium.[9] Along with SolV, this organism belongs to the ones best studied for its lanthanide metabolism.[10] In particular, \textit{M. extorquens} AM1 is already strongly linked with bio-inspired REE-recycling strategies as it can, for example, directly leach Lns from magnet swarf.[11] Furthermore, AM1 has also been evolved to tackle the rising gadolinium levels in waterways, stemming from the widespread use of MRI contrast agents.[12]

In the past decade, it has been firmly established that Ln-using bacteria incorporate Lns in the active site of quinone-dependent MDH,[13,14] an enzyme class formerly only associated with calcium.[15–18] As calcium and Lns have similar ionic radii, chemists have used Lns as substitutes for calcium to investigate Ca-binding proteins and enzymes by using the excellent spectroscopic properties of these metals long before it was discovered that Lns are biological relevant.[19,20] With that at mind, it is not surprising that the first discovered naturally occurring Ln-binding protein lanmodulin (LanM) isolated from \textit{M. extorquens} AM1 belongs to the class of EF-Hand proteins, which are again associated with binding strongly to calcium. The EF-Hand motif refers to a structural helix-loop-helix unit in which two alpha-helices are linked by a short 12-amino acid calcium(II)-binding loop.[21] LanM has four EF-Hands with metal-binding loops of which three have been reported to have a picomolar affinity for Lns and the fourth with lower, micromolar affinity, although newer studies have also suggested that this site does not bind lanthanides under the usually used conditions.[22–24] The affinity for Lns has been demonstrated to be 100-million-fold higher for Lns than for calcium.[22] In addition, it was recently shown that LanM not only has a high affinity for Lns, but also for actinides (Ans).[25–27] Interestingly, all conducted studies observe a higher affinity of LanM for Ans than for the Lns.[25–27]
Due to the aforementioned similarities between calcium and Lns, calcium-binding proteins such as calmodulin (CaM) have been used in the past as template for specific Ln-binding peptides. Particularly noteworthy are lanthanide-binding tags (LBTs) which have been developed starting from EF-Hand binding loop sequences as tool for analysing protein structures and protein-protein interactions by incorporating those short Ln-binding amino acid sequences (the LBTs) into the protein structure which enables analysis via methods involving luminescence, NMR spectroscopy and others. Additionally, Uranyl-binding peptides, based on EF-Hand sequences of CaM, are known.

Now, with the discovery of LanM, a protein, designed by nature to bind Lns and a high affinity for Ans, can be used directly for the development of REE-recycling and Ans separation methods, or as foundation to understand nature's design rules. With this inspiration, new de novo proteins, peptides and organic ligands can be envisioned. An example for a bio-inspired approach towards Ln separation would be the use of pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) which is the cofactor of the aforementioned Ln-MDHs and was demonstrated to be capable of separating Lns by precipitation in aqueous solution. A key-step in using natural ligand-design as a foundation to develop potent Ln-binding ligands that are suitable, for example, for recycling of EoL products and the separation of Lns and Ans, is understanding why a used design element is beneficial. For CaM numerous extensive studies and systematic analyses, which amino acid combinations in which positions are most common in CaM and related proteins were conducted. Interestingly, features that decrease Ca(II) affinity while increasing the affinity towards Lns or other trivalent ions have been already reported in the literature. Remarkably, some of these can be found in lanmodulin. For example, aspartic acid can be found in the ninth position in all four EF-Hands of lanmodulin and the presence of an acidic amino acid in this specific position was already shown to be beneficial in order to decrease the Ca(II) selectivity and increase the affinity for trivalent ions. However, aspartic acid in position nine is not highly uncommon in canonical EF-loops as this position is occupied by Asp in almost a third of CaMs and CaM-like proteins. More unusual is the presence of proline in position two (again in all four EF-Hands) which is why it was suggested by Cotruvo and co-workers that this might be one reason for lanmodulin’s unique features. This was already investigated on the protein level via molecular dynamics simulations and 2D IR. The authors found when exchanging the proline in position two against an alanine that the selectivity for the
early lanthanides decreases. This was attributed to the resulting higher flexibility of the binding site which can bind to a broader range of ions, highlighting the proposed role of proline.

Interestingly, this is also supported by a study published in 2004\cite{51} in which 36 amino acid long helix-loop-helix peptides derived from a Ca(II)-binding EF-Hand protein were investigated, revealing that by replacing the proline by glycine the affinity for Ca(II) can be further increased, demonstrating that the presence of proline decreases the selectivity for Ca(II) and increases the selectivity for trivalent ions. The lower affinity (or no affinity in more recent studies) of EF-Hand 4 in LanM is suggested to be mainly due to the presence of an asparagine residue in position one (EF1-EF3, D at position 1) which is normally occupied by an aspartic acid residue in EF-Hand proteins.\cite{21} One possibility to take a closer look at the differences between LanM’s four binding loops and unravelling the affinity and differences fully detached from cooperativity and other effects observed in proteins, is to take the protein apart and look at it on the peptide level.

Therefore, this study brings us one step closer to understand LanM high affinity for Lns – in the absence of protein pre-structuring and cooperativity – by investigating the EF-Hand binding loops as four isolated 12-amino acid peptides. We use time-resolved laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (TRLFS), circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations to investigate LanM’s EF-Hand peptides for their binding properties with terbium, europium, curium and calcium with a main focus on europium, to gain a basic understanding of mother nature’s design rules. Eu(III), Tb(III) and Cm(III) were selected as representatives for trivalent Lns and Ans based on their excellent fluorescence properties.

2 Results and Discussion

Synthesis, Purification and Determination of the Target Peptide Concentration

In this study a total of four 12-amino acid peptides based on the four metal-binding EF-Hand loops (numbered 1 to 4) of the naturally occurring Ln-binding protein LanM were synthesised via automated microwave-assisted solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) using Fmoc conditions. For all peptides a preloaded Wang-resin that gives a C-terminal carboxylic acid was used. The C-terminal carboxylic acid was preferred over a terminal amide function, as an additional carboxylic group was expected to be beneficial for binding lanthanides. As all four sequences contain at least one amino acid combination (e.g. Gly-Asp) which is prone to aspartimide formation,\cite{52-55} 5% formic acid was added during the Fmoc deprotection step to minimise the formation of unwanted side-products as recommended in the literature.\cite{56} With these conditions, all four sequences were successfully synthesised as determined by mass spectrometry and purified by preparative RP-HPLC (Chapter 2, SI). As no sequence contained a tryptophan side chain or an aromatic residue in general, the absorption at 280 nm could not be used to determine the net peptide concentration. Therefore, the net peptide concentration was determined by using the Pierce™ quantitative fluorometric peptide assay. Together with the peptide purity determined by analytical HPLC and the theoretical molecular weight, the target peptide concentration was obtained. The determined concentration was later corrected with a correction factor N determined by ITC (Section 4.2, SI), as the analysis suggested a slight underestimation of the real peptide concentration by using the method described above.

Metal-binding Studies

LanM possesses an unparalleled binding affinity for lanthanides (and actinides). Out of the four EF-Hands it is now suggested that only two of them have high affinity (EF2 and EF3), while EF1 has lower affinity and under the conditions usually reported, EF4 is proposed to not bind lanthanides.\cite{24} Both, the high affinity for lanthanides as well as the high selectivity over calcium(II) have been proposed to be a combination of cooperativity and the amino
Acid sequence. Here, we investigated the binding affinities of all four EF-Hands on the amino acid level using several methods to unravel the molecular and thermodynamic basis for LanM’s unusual selectivity.

Eu(III) and Ca(II) binding to the EF-Hand loop peptides

The investigations were started with ITC experiments which were performed with Eu(III) and Ca(II). The obtained thermogram and integrated heat plot of the EF1/Eu(III) titration experiment are shown as an example in Figure 2 on the left. The data was first analysed by solely considering the formation of a 1:1 peptide to Eu(III) complex when fitting binding isotherms. However, a slight increase of enthalpy after the second titration step as well as a significant offset between the obtained fit and the raw data with increasing Eu(III) concentration (which were both reproducible when repeating the experiments and systematic for all peptides), suggested the formation of more than one peptide/Eu(III) complex (a speciation of the allocated species is shown in Figure 3 on the left). The slight increase at the beginning of the titration experiment might be explained with the formation of a 2:1 peptide to Eu(III) complex. However, due to the used set-up and most probably the instability of this potential complex, it was not possible to fully thermodynamically characterise this complex which is why the 2:1 complex was neglected during further analysis and this second titration step excluded from the final analysis (compare Section 4.3 of the SI and Figure S4). The mentioned offset could be explained with the formation of a 1:2 peptide to Eu(III) complex after reaching an excess of Eu(III). This complex can be fully thermodynamically characterised and together with the 1:1 complex the obtained ITC data can be fully explained. The reaction enthalpy ($\Delta H$) for the formation of the 1:1 complex is slightly higher than for the 1:2 complexes. In general, for all four peptides very similar values ($\Delta H_{1:1} = 20-24 \text{ kJ/mol}$; $\Delta H_{2:1} = 21-19 \text{ kJ/mol}$ for EF1-EF3) were obtained. Solely for the 1:2 complex of EF4 a lower reaction enthalpy can be observed (13 kJ/mol). For the 1:1 complexes the Gibbs energy ($\Delta G$) is around $-29 \text{ kJ/mol}$ and for the 1:2 complexes around $-20 \text{ kJ/mol}$, showing that for both the complex formation is thermodynamically favourable which suggests, together with the observed endothermic behaviour, an entropy-driven binding event.

Not solely the metal binding process, but also the stripping of the first and second hydration shells of the Eu(III) aquo ion (increase in entropy), as well as the presumably dehydration of the peptide (increase in entropy) in addition to structural changes upon metal-binding contribute to the final thermogram. As the complex formation seems to be for all peptides similarly exergonic, the lower enthalpy of the 2:1 Eu(III) to EF4 complex goes hand in hand with a lower entropic component ($\Delta H$, $\Delta G$, $-T\Delta S$ for both species shown in Table S4). In addition to the thermodynamic variables, the determined complex binding affinities ($K_D$) again show very similar values for all four peptides. For the formation of a 1:1 complex the Eu(III) affinity is in the lower micromolar range (around 8.5 µM) while the affinity for the formation of a 1:2 complex is significantly lower (see Table 1). Under the tested conditions no significant differences between the four peptides can be determined. This is interesting as at least for EF4 – the proposed low-affinity site in the parent protein LanM – a lower affinity was expected. However, on the amino acid level no differences between the four EF-Hands could be determined suggesting that the different binding affinities for the four binding-loops in the parent protein are dominated by cooperative effects.
Figure 2 Right: ITC of EF1 binding to Eu(III). Top: Thermogram obtained by performing a titration of 1.5 mM Eu(III) to 100 µM EF1 at pH 6.6 (10 mM MOPSO, 100 mM KCl) and the corresponding background measurement (Eu(III) to buffer). Bottom: Integrated heat and best fit with a 2-component model. Datapoints which are displayed as circles were excluded from the analysis. Left: TRLFS titration experiment of Eu (0-122.5 µM) to EF1 (12 µM) at pH 6.6 (10 mM MOPSO, 100 mM KCl), $\lambda_{ex}$ (Eu) = 394 nm. Top: Deconvoluted spectra. Bottom: Lifetimes of the three observed species.

In contrast to the ITC experiments with Eu(III), the addition of Ca(II) to the peptide solutions showed under the tested conditions no complex formation, even though the added Ca(II)-concentration was five times the amount used in the Eu(III) set-up. The obtained thermograms hardly deviated from the background titrations (Figure S10 and S11). This clearly shows that via ITC under the tested conditions no Ca(II)-binding to the peptides could be observed. However, an affinity in the molar range cannot be fully ruled out with this technique, as ITC is better suited for systems with an affinity in the millimolar to nanomolar range. One could conclude, based on this first comparison between Ca(II) and Eu(III), that the high selectivity for Lns over Ca(II) for which the parent protein LanM is known in the literature,[22] is preserved in the short amino acid sequences of the binding-loops. However, a significantly lower Ca(II) affinity of short EF-Hand based peptides is to be expected, based on the available literature on Ca(II)-binding protein-inspired small peptides. It was shown multiple times that the Ca(II) affinity is significantly reduced in such peptides and strongly depends on the length of the amino acid chain. For most of the reported 12 AA peptides no Ca(II) affinity or solely a low affinity in the millimolar range is reported while longer peptides (starting at around 20 AA) show to have affinities in the higher micromolar range.[57–60] One reason for the absence of even a millimolar affinity between Ca(II) and the LanM peptides could be the proline residue at position two. It has already been shown in 2004 that the presence of a proline residue significantly reduces the affinity for Ca(II) in protein-based peptides.[51]
The observations made by ITC were confirmed and investigated in depth by TRLFS titration experiments. One advantage of this method is that very low concentrations can be used, perfectly suited to investigate affinities in the micromolar or even nanomolar range while using only small sample amounts. Furthermore, the number of bound water molecules can be estimated, giving first hints towards how many amino acid residues are involved in the metal binding as well as structural insights. This method has already been applied successfully for the investigation of CaM and LanM in the literature.[25,61]

In general, the metal-binding information is obtained due to spectral deconvolution by parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC), which is a robust analytic tool for determining unique explanatory factors directly. The comparison between the ITC and TRLFS experiments is shown in Figure 3 and Table 1.

First, Eu(III) to peptide titration experiments were performed by adding an Eu(III) solution to the respective peptide in solution. The analysis of this data set strongly supported the formation of two different peptide-Eu(III) complexes as suggested by ITC. Furthermore, the determined KD values (see Table 1) for the 1:1 complex are in the same order of magnitude. Differences between the KD values can be explained with the different concentration range used for the two methods and general experimental error. However, no hint for the formation of a 2:1 (peptide to Eu(III)) complex could be observed which can be explained with the fact that the complex would be expected to be only formed at very low Eu(III) concentrations in comparison to the respective peptide. This makes it difficult to detect this species in this experimental set-up in which the read-out, Eu(III), is present at very low concentrations during the first titration steps. To verify a 2:1 complex formation, further investigations would be needed. One way to avoid
such issues arising from the low Eu(III) fluorescence signal intensity, is a complementary experimental set-up in which the respective peptide is added in increasing amounts to a metal-solution whose concentration is kept constant (the peptide solution contains the same metal-concentration). A titration experiment with Eu(III) using this set-up confirms the formation of two different peptide/Eu(III) complexes in the experiment described above, as in this set-up solely the 1:1 complex was observed, and the spectral deconvolution showed the strong consistency of the measured data due to the matching measured lifetimes for the observed species (see Figure 7). In both Eu(III) data sets, lifetimes around 180 µs are observed for the 1:1 complexes (compare Table S5 Table 2). Furthermore, an experiment confirming the observations made by ITC for the Ca(II) binding affinity was conducted using TRLFS. For this, Eu(III) was added to a sample containing EF1 and a high excess of Ca(II). The analysis showed no significant differences to the Eu(III) to EF1 data-set despite the high concentration of Ca(II) present, fully supporting the observation made via ITC. The spectral deconvolution yielded again the presence of three species, the free Eu(III) aquo ion, a 1:1 and a 1:2 peptide/Eu(III) complex each with lifetimes matching the values obtained earlier within the experimental error (compare Table S5, Table S6 and Table 2).

In addition, the influence of Eu(III) and Ca(II) on the structure of the four peptides was investigated via CD spectroscopy. Titration experiments in which the buffer and peptide concentration was kept constant while the metal concentration was increased. The obtained spectra are shown in Figure 4. In the absence of Ca(II)/Eu(III) the CD spectrum shows for all peptides a distinct minimum around 200 nm and a slight shoulder at 222 nm suggesting a random-coil conformation with very little secondary (if at all) structure elements.[62] The addition of Eu(III) in increasing amounts leads to a slight decrease of (molar) ellipticity at 222 nm and a slight increase of (molar) ellipticity at around 200 nm. Isodichroic points are visible around 210 nm. The decrease of (molar) ellipticity at 222 nm is associated with an increase of α-helicity caused by metal-binding in the literature.[28,29,31,63,64] The observed changes appear to increase within the peptide series from EF1 to EF4. The first two EF-Hand peptides as well as EF3 and EF4 show a very similar change in the CD upon Eu(III) addition. EF4 shows slightly more secondary structure content at an excess of Eu(III) in comparison to e.g. EF1 when looking at the (molar) ellipticity at around 220 nm and 222 nm. However, no shift of the minimum at 220 nm towards 210 nm which would be typical for larger peptides/proteins with a high α-helical content.[62] When normalising the change of ellipticity at 222 nm (Figure S5, right) in respect to the Eu(III) amount, a very similar progression for all four peptides can be observed (Figure S5), suggesting that the peptides undergo structural changes to a similar degree at the same Eu(III) equivalents, supporting the observed similar binding affinities. In contrast to Eu(III), the addition of Ca(II) does not trigger any conformational change for any of the peptides. This again strongly supports the conclusions drawn from the ITC and TRLFS experiments: At the tested conditions the LanM peptides do not bind Ca(II) to a significant degree.
The experimental observations made for Eu(III) were further supported by molecular dynamics simulations. Calculations of the four EF-Hand loop peptides were performed using two different sets of initial structures. A first set of MD simulations was performed by taking the local structures of the EF-Hand loop from the NMR structure of LanM[23] (PDB 6mi5) and removing the residual protein. As the metal-binding loop of EF-Hand 4 is not occupied with a metal, in the structure for the peptide EF4 the NMR structure of EF-Hand loop 1 was taken and the sequence “mutated”. These calculations converged to structures (Table S9) in which Eu(III) is fully coordinated by amino acid residues and there is virtually no water except for EF4 in which two water molecules are coordinated to Eu(III). These calculations show the high potential of the amino acid sequence for Ln(III) coordination, but from our experimental observations it became clear that these calculations do not match the experimental evidence. From the experiments we observed micromolar binding affinity for Eu(III) with about 5 water molecules completing the Eu(III) coordination sites when in a 1:1 complex (calculated from the luminescence lifetimes, see Table 2 and Table S5) as well as very little secondary structure elements in the absence of metal which increases upon Eu(III)-binding (Figure 4). Therefore, a more realistic set of simulations was performed in the presence and absence of Eu(III) without any initial restraints. Each peptide was initially prepared as a “string” having the sequences of the corresponding EF-Hand loop and was allowed to freely wrap around Eu(III). This second set of simulations converged to a totally different set of structures than the first simulation experiment, thereby better matching the experimental data. Eu(III) is coordinated over less amino acid residues and on average about four to five water molecules are coordinated to Eu(III) (Table S10). The coordination of EF1 to Eu(III) based on the simulations is shown in Figure 5. Even though the association of the peptides to the metal is only through 2 to 4 residues (in contrast to 5 to 6 residues in structures obtained when starting from the crystal structure) the peptide structure is...
well-preserved during the simulation in comparison to those without metals (Figure 6). In the absence of Eu(III) the peptide flexibility is very high and retains ill-defined secondary structures and only after the addition of Eu(III) upon metal-binding, a more organised structure is obtained, which is in good agreement with the observations made by CD spectroscopy (compare Figures 4 and 6). This observation is also further confirmed through DSSP analysis of the MD trajectories (Figure S18). Very recently, a new set of 12-6-4 Lennard-Jones-type parameters has been developed for better parametrization of the interaction between metals and specific ligating groups and tested on the EF-Hand loop EF1 of LanM and CaM.[65] These parameters will be used in future investigations to refine the modelling.

Figure 5 Representative ball-and-stick drawing of Eu(III)-bound EF-Hand 1 from MD trajectory. Grey ribbon depicts the peptide backbone (orange: Eu, blue: N, black: C, red: O, white: H).

Figure 6 Superimposed MD snapshots of metal-free (upper panels) and Eu(III)-bound (lower panels, Eu in orange) bound to EF-Hands (grey ribbon) for every 1 ns of the 100 ns MD trajectory (waters excluded from display).
Eu(III) binding compared with Tb(III) and Cm(III) binding

Figure 7 TRLFS data: Spectral deconvolution (top) and lifetimes (bottom) for the peptide to metal titration experiments (Eu/Tb pH 6.6; Cm 6.0 \textsuperscript{1}; 10 mM MOPSO, 100 mM KCl); light blue= full spectrum obtained by the used model, dark blue= raw spectrum; $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ (Eu) = 394 nm, $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ (Tb) = 220 nm, $\lambda_{\text{ex}}$ (Cm) = 396 nm.

In addition to the extensive metal-binding studies using Eu(III) as an example for the Lns, this study was further completed by including another Ln, terbium. Furthermore, the binding properties of the EF-Hand loop peptides were tested with the actinide curium to see whether the even higher affinity of Ans over Lns which was observed for lanmodulin\textsuperscript{[25–27]} is also preserved in the short peptides. The comparison between the different metals with EF1 as an example can be seen in Figure 7. In contrast to Eu(III), Tb(III) does not show hypersensitivity like the $^{5}D_0 \rightarrow ^{7}F_0$ transition of Eu(III). A change in the coordination sphere causes only minor changes in the shape of the emission spectrum. Therefore, a direct readout of the Tb(III) interaction is complicated, and usually its complexation is only traced by changes in its lifetime. Here we can show that the minor changes in the emission spectra combined with the changes in the luminescence lifetimes can be used to decompose TRLFS Tb(III) titration experiments using PARAFAC thereby demonstrating its suitability for the methods described here. The experiment with Tb(III) further confirmed the Eu(III) experiments by showing the formation of one 1:1 complex. The obtained $K_D$ values are also in the lower micromolar range suggesting a very similar binding affinity for Tb(III) as well as Eu(III) (see Table 2). Overall, the Tb(III) titrations strongly support the observations already made with Eu(III).

The analogously conducted experiment with Cm(III) again pointed out the similarity of the four different peptides as overall binding affinities in the same range were obtained (Table 2). A comparison of Cm(III) and Eu(III) luminescence lifetimes after interaction with the full protein\textsuperscript{[25]} and isolated EF-Hand loop peptides further supports the current conclusions from experiment and simulation. The luminescence lifetimes were significantly shorter for the EF-Hand loop peptides compared to the full protein (180 µs vs 370 µs\textsuperscript{[25]} for Eu(III) and 140 µs vs 200 µs\textsuperscript{[25]} for Cm(III)). This indicates more water and less peptide functionalities in the first coordination sphere of the metal centre. The analysis suggested that the affinity for Cm(III) is slightly higher than for both investigated lanthanides (2-3 µM). In addition to the fitted affinity the calculated water molecules based on the luminescence lifetime also show on average one water molecule less which is coordinated to Cm(III) when compared to Eu(III) again indicating

\textsuperscript{1} pH needed to be adjusted as at a pH of 6.6 solely the free Cm(III)-aquo ion was observed.
a tighter binding. This nicely fits into the observations made in the literature for LanM which all showed that the naturally Ln-binding protein favours actinides.[25–27] Our data supports the assumption that this preference is preserved even in these short peptides.

Table 2 $K_D$ values and lifetimes ($\tau$) obtained by EF to metal TRLFS titration experiments. The number of coordinated water molecules ($q$) was calculated for Eu(III) and Cm(III) by using the equations established by Horrocks[66,67] and Kimura[67], respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EF-Eu(III) 1:1 complex</th>
<th>EF-Tb(III) 1:1 complex</th>
<th>EF-Cm(III) 1:1 complex</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_D$ (µM)</td>
<td>$\tau$ (µs)</td>
<td>$q_{\text{water}}$</td>
<td>$K_D$ (µM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF1</td>
<td>5.50 ± 0.57</td>
<td>186.2 ± 3.7</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF2</td>
<td>6.52 ± 0.48</td>
<td>181.8 ± 8.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF3</td>
<td>7.42 ± 1.04</td>
<td>182.1 ± 2.2</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF4</td>
<td>7.56 ± 1.49</td>
<td>186.3 ± 4.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Binding competition: Lanthanide versus Actinide

To confirm the higher affinity for Cm(III) over Tb(III) and Eu(III) found in TRLFS experiments, a “fair” competition experiment was envisioned in which the peptides were added in increasing amounts to a solution containing the same concentration of Cm(III) and Eu(III). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that such an experiment in which both metals were simultaneously probed was performed. One difficulty in such a set-up is the higher sensitivity of Cm(III) (higher quantum yield) in comparison to Eu(III). To optimise the weighting of the detected signal towards Eu(III), the excitation wavelength of Eu(III) was chosen for both metals. This was important, as both the Cm(III) as well as the Eu(III) emissions superimpose which makes the data deconvolution extra challenging. Nevertheless, we were able to analyse the measured data by using PARAFAC and obtained single component emission spectra, corresponding lifetimes and the speciation. The analysis showed the expected formation of the 1:1 peptide/Eu(III) and peptide/Cm(III) complexes as well as the presence of the respective free aquo ions (see Figure 8). In this direct setting, we were able to confirm the slightly higher affinity for Cm(III) over Eu(III).

In the future, modifications of the natural EF-Hand loop peptides towards higher selectivity for Ans over Lns can be envisioned. It was already shown in the literature[68] for LBTs that by substituting the aspartic acid in position 5 with a cysteine or a 2-methylenepyridine group the selectivity for Ans over Lns can be increase by a factor of 10. Although the affinity of the short peptides is significantly reduced when compared to the full protein LanM, remarkable affinities for such short peptides were reached. For the full protein calmodulin – a natural Ca(II)-binding protein which also has a higher affinity for Lns/Ans than Ca(II) – similar average $K_D$ values are reported in the literature[61] (6.6 µM for Eu(III)) as for the isolated EF-Hand loop peptides of LanM. This indicates the great potential of these sequences in $f$-element accumulation processes as required by e.g. efficient recycling strategies.
3 Conclusions

In this study an extremely consistent picture of the Ln and An-binding capabilities of the LanM-based 12amino acid peptides (EF-Hand loops) could be drawn. We were able to show that the Ln-affinity, the preference for actinides and the low affinity for Ca(II) is preserved even in these short peptide sequences. Although the high affinity of LanM, which has been reported\(^{22}\) to be in the picomolar range is not observed for its EF-Hand loop peptides, their affinity is remarkably high, especially considering them not being modified or optimised. These short peptides even reach affinities in the micromolar range, similar to the average affinity of the four calmodulin binding sites which is known to also have a higher affinity for Eu(III)/Cm(III) over Ca(II)\(^{61}\). Furthermore, the investigation without cooperative and pre-structuring effects of the full protein, enabled us to study the impact of the amino acid sequence on the Ln-affinity. We show that all four peptides behave very similarly, strongly supporting the assumption that the major differences in Ln-affinity observed in the literature\(^{22,24}\) for the different EF-Hands is mainly due to cooperativity and hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, we demonstrate that these peptides using the sequences optimised by nature to bind Lns are a good starting point for the development of selective and highly affine peptides which could find applications in medicine, recycling and An/Ln separation, all of which are still urgent issues of our times. One major difference between the metal-binding loops in the full protein and the isolated peptides is the
flexibility. Therefore, for future work a restriction of the flexibility could be envisioned leading to higher affinities and enhanced selectivity.
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